Abstract: This paper shows the development of a series of closed-form solutions of equal strain consolidation in the presence of a vertical drain with smear and well resistance. Using an approach that considers the effects of both the radial and vertical drainage in a fully coupled fashion, solutions are obtained for the excess pore pressure and the degree of consolidation in the compressible soil subjected to a step-or ramp-loading situation. The closed-form solutions in the present paper may be evaluated in an electronic spreadsheet on a standard personal computer.
Introduction
For a number of years now, vertical sand and prefabricated drains have been used successfully to accelerate the consolidation of fine-grained compressible soils in combination with the effect of preloading. To facilitate the design and construction process, the performance of a vertical drain is typically evaluated using a mathematical model-this could range from relatively simple analytic solutions to more complicated numerical models. Despite the presence of an increasing number of sophisticated numerical models, analytic solutions such as the ones developed by Barron ͑1948͒ and Hansbo ͑1981͒ remain popular and widely used. It is suggested that these analytic solutions are often the solutions of choice because of their simplicity and ease of use, especially where incomplete knowledge of the soil does not justify using the more sophisticated methods.
Barron ͑1948͒ developed solutions for two limiting cases of consolidation by vertical drains-free strain and equal strain consolidation. Barron's approach was to decouple radial and vertical drainage in the undisturbed soil mass. First, he found the solutions for the excess pore water pressure by considering only radial drainage into the vertical drain and then obtained the complete solutions as a product of the contributions from the radial and vertical drainage. It can be shown that the product solution is not an exact solution if effects of well resistance and/or smear are included, since the interface boundary conditions are not rigorously complied with in these cases. Barron also did not give a closed-form solution for the degree of consolidation, suggesting instead that a numerical integration procedure such as Simpson's rule could be used to obtain the degree of consolidation.
Hansbo ͑1981͒ introduced some approximations and produced a simple closed-form solution of the degree of consolidation at a given depth for equal strain consolidation by radial drainage. Hansbo pointed out that the equal strain and free strain solutions are in fact quite similar. The complete solution of Hansbo, if necessary, is also found as a product of vertical and radial drainage solutions. While the solutions of Hansbo are attractive in their mathematical simplicity, they are also not exact in the rigorous sense.
A series of rigorous coupled solutions considering vertical and radial drainage simultaneously in a coupled sense, in the presence of a vertical well with resistance, was given by Yoshikuni and Nakanodo ͑1974͒. Said to be equal strain solutions, these are, more correctly, free strain solutions. The solutions of Yoshikuni and Nakanodo appear even more unwieldy than Barron's solutions, and require root finding of some Fourier-Bessel function equations, which have to be evaluated based on some numerical procedures.
The present paper solves the equal strain consolidation problem by considering vertical and radial drainage in a fully coupled fashion. A series of closed-form solutions is obtained for the excess pore pressure and degree of consolidation in the undisturbed soil mass subjected to a step-or ramp-loading operation. These solutions are ''exact'' in the sense of the governing equations and boundary and initial conditions being satisfied rigorously in the mathematical sense. Also, these solutions can be computed in an electronic spreadsheet such as MS Excel with the only provision being that the appropriate Bessel mathematical functions need to be installed ͑if the Bessel functions are not available, it is necessary to run the setup to install the Analysis ToolPak͒.
This paper further attempts a comparison of the results from different analytic approaches-those of Barron ͑1948͒, Hansbo ͑1981͒, and the current solutions. Data from the StockholmArlanda airport soil improvement scheme are used to provide a basis with which to make the comparison. Fig. 1 shows the schematic representation of the problem under consideration where a vertical drain is surrounded by a smeared zone and undisturbed soil. At the center of the cylindrical cell is a drainage well of radius r w surrounded by a zone of remoulded 1 soil bounded by an outer radius r s , which is in turn surrounded by the undisturbed soil extending to a radius of influence r e . The soil has a layer thickness h and it is freely draining at the top and impermeable at the bottom. The cylindrical cell typically represents one of many in a network of drainage wells in a consolidation problem of practical interest ͑Fig. 2͒. Although the cell unit is considered as somewhat of an idealization of the real problem, it does however greatly facilitate the mathematical analysis without unduly affecting the overall accuracy, given the incomplete knowledge of the soil properties in practice. Barron discussed this idealization in his 1948 paper and it has also been discussed in most current geotechnical textbooks.
Development of Closed-Form Analytic Solutions
The basic assumptions made in developing the solutions in the present paper were largely given previously by Barron in 1948 and are stated below for completeness: 1. All vertical loads are initially carried by the excess porewater pressure u. 2. Darcy's law is obeyed. 3. All compressive strains within the soil mass occur in a vertical direction. This arises from the fact that compression is confined and no shear strain exists. 4. Horizontal sections remain horizontal during the consolidation. 5. The zone of influence of each well is a circle. 6. Load distribution is uniform over this area. 7. The top of the layer is freely draining but the bottom is completely impermeable.
It suffices, at this point, to mention that the solutions have been obtained by considering the dissipation of excess pore pressure and consolidation behavior in the three subdomains of the problem domain. These are the undisturbed soil, the smeared remolded zone surrounding the vertical well, and the vertical well itself ͑Fig. 1͒. In keeping with Barron ͑1948͒, consolidation is considered in the undisturbed soil mass only, not in the vertical drain or the smeared zone, and only radial drainage is assumed in the smeared zone. The development of the solutions, including the limiting solutions, are elaborated in the Appendix.
Consideration of Undisturbed Soil
The consolidation of the undisturbed soil is related to the dissipation of excess pore pressure resulting from the imposition of a surcharge loading on the surface. This is described by the continuity equation, which is given by
where u(r,z,t)ϭexcess pore-water pressure; tϭelapsed time; k h ϭhorizontal soil permeability; k v ϭvertical soil permeability; ␥ w ϭunit weight of the fluid; rϭradial distance from the center of the well; and z (z,t)ϭvertical strain. The undisturbed soil mass also has a coefficient of consolidation for radial ͑horizontal͒ flow, c h , and a coefficient of consolidation for vertical flow, c v . It may be noted that the strain is expressed as a function of the z spatial direction whereas the x,y directions are neglected. This arises from the assumption that the strains occur only in the vertical direction and shear strains are not present as the cylinder is laterally confined. Fig. 2 shows a typical cell, which in practice would be constrained horizontally along its vertical sides due to the presence of neighboring cells in the network.
Complete Solutions for Step Loading
The solution of the excess pore water pressure in the undisturbed soil for a single loading step (qϭ0,tϽ0;qϭq 0 ,tу0) ͑Fig. 3͒ is a Fourier sine series given by
where u 0 ϭinitial excess pore pressure and is often assumed to be
I 1 ,K 1 ϭmodified Bessel functions of the first and second kind and order 1, respectively
I 0 ,K 0 ϭmodified Bessel functions of the first and second kind and zero order, respectively
Degree of Consolidation for Step Loading
The average excess pore pressure in the undisturbed soil may be defined in various ways. The average excess pore pressure at a particular depth is obtained by averaging the pore pressure in the radial direction, giving
while the average excess pore pressure at a particular radius is obtained by averaging over the depth to give
Finally, the overall average excess pore pressure of the entire undisturbed soil mass is averaged over depth and radial direction, giving 
Various forms of degree of consolidation ͑for coupled radial and vertical drainage͒ may now be defined based on the average excess pore-water pressure described in Eq. ͑15͒, ͑16͒, or ͑17͒. These are as follows:
Now, using Eq. ͑20͒ the overall average degree of consolidation of the entire undisturbed soil mass considering coupled radial and vertical drainage is therefore given by
which is a fairly simple expression, whereas the corresponding solution as given by Barron ͑1948͒ appears rather unwieldy. The solutions in the present paper, as previously noted, can be computed in an electronic spreadsheet and this is exemplified by the spreadsheet calculations presented in Fig. 4 .
Ramp Loading
The loading sequence is often more realistically represented as a ramp type loading ͑Fig. 5͒ where the load is applied uniformly in time, such that
Although Terzaghi had previously suggested a simple modification to his step-loading solution to take into account ramp-loading conditions, the formal analytical solutions as shown below are quite easily obtained as well ͑see the Appendix͒. The solution for the excess pore pressure for the ramp-loading case is found to be 
where
and
is the Heaviside function. The radial-, depth-, and overallaveraged excess pore pressure are given as
The overall average degree of consolidation for the entire undisturbed soil mass is defined as
thus yielding
where it has been assumed that u 0 ϭq 0 . This assumption is theoretically correct if the soil is identically fully saturated everywhere in the undisturbed soil. In other situations of practical interest, it may be more appropriate to determine the initial excess pore pressure caused by a surcharge loading from Skempton's pore pressure relationship, which is given as
where 1 , 3 ϭincrements in major and minor principal stresses; and Aϭwell-known Skempton pore pressure coefficient. If Skempton's relationship is adopted, some adjustments should be made to ensure consistency in the effective stress. It is suggested that
should now be used to substitute for s 0 .
Comparison with Other Analytic Solutions
In this section, the solutions developed in the present paper were applied in some test cases and this is done for the purpose of making comparisons with the solutions of Barron ͑1948͒ and Hansbo ͑1981͒. Table 1 shows some typical values from the solutions of Barron ͑1948͒, Hansbo ͑1981͒, and the present paper for consolidation by radial drainage only (k v ϭ0), where effects of well resistance and smear were not included. The input data adopted in the calculations are c h ϭ7.9 m 2 /year, k h ϭ0.0194 m/year, hϭ10 m, r e ϭ1.8 m, and r w ϭ0.2 m. The overall average consolidation for the entire mass of undisturbed soil was found by numerical integration, in the case of the solution presented by Barron. As there was no well resistance, Hansbo's solution for average consolidation at a particular depth becomes independent of the depth and should converge to the value of the overall average consolidation for the entire soil mass. The solutions of the present paper were computed using 20 Fourier terms on an Excel spreadsheet. This is a test case of ideal and specialized flow conditions so all three solution methods were expected to give identical results. The maximum absolute difference between any two given solution approaches, for any nominated time level shown in Table 1 , is only 0.009 ͑at small T h ); thus the solutions are considered as practically identical.
Radial Drainage, No Well Resistance

Radial and Vertical Drainage with Smear and Well Resistance
The results from Hansbo and the present paper, for average consolidation including well resistance for radial drainage only, are shown in Table 2 . Both the radial and vertical drainage was considered in the analysis. The earlier input data were employed Table 2 show that in a nonideal vertical drain ͑where smear and well resistance are present͒ the differences remain small for practical purposes. Between the solution sets of Hansbo and the present paper, the maximum absolute difference is 0.086 for the average consolidation at zϭh and 0.039 for the overall average consolidation.
Stockholm-Arlanda Airport Soil Improvement Scheme
Theoretical solutions were also calculated for a soil improvement scheme using prefabricated vertical drain which was carried out at Site k of the Stockholm-Arlanda airport. This work and the analysis results were reported in a paper by Eriksson et al. ͑2000͒ . The following data were used in the analysis: c h ϭ2.25 m 2 /year, k h /k s ϭ3, c h /c v ϭ3, hϭ4.5 m, r e ϭ0.4725 m, r s ϭ0.075 m, and r w ϭ0.033 m. As prefabricated drains were used, no well resistance was considered in the calculations.
The selected site of interest was surcharged in three load phases as shown in Fig. 6 . The average degree of consolidation for the entire undisturbed soil for the load increment of each phase U 1 ,U 2 ,U 3 was calculated based on the solutions of Barron ͑1948͒, Hansbo ͑1981͒, and the present paper. The calculations using Hansbo's solutions are described in detail by Ericksson et al. ͑2000͒. As the solutions developed by Barron and Hansbo were for step loading, a correction was made to the elapsed time to account for the finite rate of the actual loading. Two solutions from this paper, the first the single-step-loading solution of Eq. ͑21͒ and the second the ramp-loading solution of Eq. ͑30͒, are also shown. In the case of step loading, the elapsed time was adjusted by assuming that the step load is placed midway during the period of the filling operation as suggested by Ericksson et al. ͑2000͒. No correction was made for the ramp-loading solution ͓Eq. ͑30͔͒ and the elapsed times for the ramp loading are those shown in parentheses in Tables 3͑a, b, and c͒.
The analysis shows that Eq. ͑21͒ for the step loading yielded similar results to the solutions from Hansbo and Barron. Eq. ͑30͒ for the ramp loading yielded values that were less similar at small times of interest, but the results were similar when the nominated times are large.
In calculating the excess pore pressure, Eriksson et al. assumed that no reduction in pore pressure had occurred during the placement of the load step. Thus the initial excess pore pressure was assumed to develop at the end of the load placement of each step, and the elapsed time was referenced from the time at the end of the load placement. This was justified on the basis that dynamic disturbance effects occurred during filling operations. In addition, a radius of influence r e ϭ0.6675 m was used in this case, based partly on the arrangement of the piezometers used to measure the pore pressure.
The theoretical values of the average pore pressure presented in Table 4 were computed from the solutions of Hansbo ͑1981͒ and Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑17͒ of this paper. The excess pore pressures were averaged either over the entire undisturbed soil mass or over the entire depth at the radius of influence r e . A sensitivity study of the ratio c h /c v was made by comparing the solutions of the present paper for c v ϭ0 ͑no vertical drainage͒ and c h /c v ϭ3, with the solutions of Hansbo from Eriksson et al.'s paper where c v ϭ0. It may be observed in Table 4 that the differences in the pressure values are generally small.
It is also evident that when the vertical drainage is included (c h /c v ϭ3), a greater divergence between the present and Hansbo's solutions was found to occur. However, the solutions were not as sensitive to vertical drainage changes as might have been expected, and in any case the differences were within the considerable ambiguity in the interpretation of measured pore pressure data, which is subjected to a number of possible interferences. This is more apparent when all the solutions were plotted against measured field results as shown in Fig. 6 ͑where the excess pore pressure is shown expressed in terms of head͒. It is observed that there is quite a large variation in the field readings of the pore pressure; therefore, in this context the variations in the values of theoretical solutions are quite insignificant.
Conclusion
Closed-form analytic solutions of equal strain consolidation by a vertical drain with smear and well resistance have been developed in the present paper. Comparisons made with the corresponding analytic solutions of Hansbo and Barron showed that the differences between the solutions of the present paper and the solutions of Hansbo and/or Barron are generally quite small. Solutions in this paper, however, have been derived for coupled radial and vertical drainage and covered a step-loading or a ramp-loading situation. These solutions can be evaluated in an electronic spreadsheet.
Appendix. Development of Solutions
Consideration of the Undisturbed Soil
To solve the consolidation of the undisturbed soil mass as defined by the partial differential equation ͑1͒, it is useful to introduce the Fourier sine series defined as
where n ϭ(2nϩ1)/(2h) and U n (r,t), zn (t) are the Fourier coefficients of their respective Fourier series expansions. On the evidence of Eq. ͑33a͒, it is apparent that the drainage boundary conditions ͑i.e., pore pressure͒ are satisfied rigorously in the z spatial direction. If Eq. ͑33͒ were to be substituted into Eq. ͑1͒ the following equation applying to each of the Fourier terms results:
Now suppose that
Then substitution into Eq. ͑34͒ yields 
where n ϭseparation constant. A solution of Eq. ͑36͒ is
where l 0 ,K 0 ϭmodified Bessel functions of the first and second kind of zero order, respectively; n 2 ϭ(k v /k h ) n 2 ; n ϭ␥ w /k v n 2 ; and c 1n ,c 2n ϭconstants of integration the values of which are to be determined. Now consider again Eq. ͑36͒ where
Since the vertical strain is related to the effective stress in the soil
in which m v ϭcoefficient of volume compressibility; and q(r,t)ϭapplied surcharge, then a Fourier sine series expansion of Eq. ͑39͒ gives
Although the load distribution due to the fill material is assumed uniform over the area, the effects manifested as applied surcharge are not necessarily uniform. These depend, instead, on the extent of arching and the load transfer mechanism being developed in the fill material above the soil layer. In the context of this problem, it is clear that the only way in which equal strain consolidation is ensured would be if the effects of arching were present in the fill material. Furthermore, because of the confining nature of the compression, the coefficient of volume compressibility, m , is in fact the inverse of the constrained modulus of elasticity, viz.
where Ј, EЈϭeffective Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus, respectively. It would be possible to measure the value of m v in a laboratory ocdometer test. Then, following Eq. ͑40͒, the Fourier component of the strain rate gives ‫ץ‬ zn ͑ t ͒ ‫ץ‬t ϭm v ͭ a n is an as yet undetermined constant of integration. The general solution of the excess pore pressure therefore gives u͑r,z,t ͒ϭ ͚ nϭ0 ϱ a n e Ϫ8T h / n ͓c 1n I 0 ͑ n r ͒ϩc 2n K 0 ͑ n r ͒ϩ1͔sin n z
It remains now to determine the constants a n , c 1n , and c 2n to complete the solution. The values of these constants depend on the boundary and initial conditions in the undisturbed soil mass as well as the conditions in the smeared remolded zone and the well resistance in the vertical drain.
Consideration of Remolded Zone and Well Resistance
Remolded Zone
In keeping with the assumptions of Barron ͑1948͒, the present paper assumes that there is no consolidation in the remolded zone and the drainage well, that is, consideration is given only to the drainage in these zones. Continuity of flow through the remolded zone r w ϽrϽr s therefore gives 
and assuming that U n Ј(r,t)ϭA n Ј(r)B n (t), Eq. ͑53͒ gives
yielding the solution U n Ј͑r,t͒ϭ n n ͕c 5n ln rϩc 6n ͖B n ͑ t ͒
where c 5n , c 6n are once again the constants of integration. It may be noted here that in order to ensure continuity of pore pressure ͑and flow͒ at all times, the same time function B n (t) must prevail in each of the three regions. At the interface of the remolded undisturbed soil, continuity of pore pressure and flow ensures that the following must hold: 
in which k s is the coefficient of permeability in the smeared zone. Substituting the appropriate relationships ͓Eqs. ͑35͒, ͑37͒, and ͑56͔͒ into the continuity equations above, it is found that
